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ON SPECIAL CLASSES OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

WHOSE ZEROS AND GROWTH ARE RESTRICTED

BY

CARL L. PRATHER

Abstract. The present paper is an investigation of the uniform limits on bounded

sets of entire functions of genus < 2p whose zeros are real, or he in an even

number of sectors (or correspondingly on rays) of a certain size, both the number

and size depending on p. A characterization of the uniform limits of entire

functions of genus < 2p whose zeros lie in these sectors is given.

Introduction. A real entire function is one which is real on the real axis. We will

consider extensions of the classical problem of approximating functions / ^ 0

uniformly on discs \z\ < R by a sequence of real polynomials whose roots are real.

One such extension was made by Hellerstein and Korevaar [1] who investigated

the class of holomorphic functions/ 3é 0 which are uniform limits on \z\ < R of a

sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p, for any integer p > 0, which are

(constant multiples of a) real function with real zeros or more generally having

their zeros in Sa, a double sector (adjoining sectors) which forms an angular

neighborhood of the real axis, defined by

Sa =[z'- |argz| < a, |arg z — m\ < o].

When the functions are constant multiples of real entire functions with real zeros

(when a £ (0, ir/(4p + 4))), they show that this class of functions consists precisely

of (the restrictions of) real entire functions of the form

f(z)=exp(-az2'+2)F(z), (I)

where a > 0 and F(z) is (a constant multiple of) a real entire function of genus

< (2p +1) whose zeros are real (respectively, consists of restrictions of functions

of the form (I), for which |arg a\ < (2p + l)a and F(z) is an entire function of

genus < (2p + 1) whose zeros lie in Sa).

For the case of real entire functions with only real zeros, use the notation of

Hellerstein and Williamson [2] and denote the class by V2p. The class V0 is the

Laguerre-Pólya class, where Laguerre [9] and Pólya [11] characterized these as

being the functions ^ 0 which are uniformly approximable on compact sets in the

plane by real polynomials whose zeros are real. The latter result is a generalization

of the classical results of G. Pólya and E. Lindwart [12] that deal with uniform

limits of polynomials whose zeros lie in sectors.
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In §1, we determine the class of uniform limits on bounded sets of entire

functions of genus < 2p whose zeros he in a number of multiple double sectors,

each sector having the same size. The number of sectors and the size of each sector

depends on p. We characterize such a class and show that the sizes of the sectors

are critical in that the functions in the class change as soon as the sectors assume a

critical size. This is a generalization of the result of Hellerstein and Korevaar stated

above where the zeros lie in one double sector.

This paper contains results which are part of a dissertation written at Northwest-

ern University under the direction of Professor R. P. Boas, Jr. The author expresses

his thanks to the editor for the suggestions on revising.

0. Preliminary results. We now present a well known lemma of Korevaar [8,

Lemma 3.3, p. 69], or [1, Lemma 3, p. 223] which on several occasions we shall

utilize.

Lemma 0.1. Let k and m be positive integers and let C = \C\exp(-imß), for ß real,

be an arbitrary complex number. Then uniformly on every bounded set

{(\-z/ke'^)exp((z/keiß) + • • • +zm'x/ (m-l^ke*)1"-')}^'"™

-» exp(-Czm )   as k —» oo.

Here [x] denotes the greatest integer < x.

Throughout, we will denote the phrase "uniformly on bounded sets" by U.B.S. It

is also standard to denote the expression

(l-z/ß)exp(z/ß + (\/2)(z/ßf +■■■ + (\/m)(z/ß)m)

by E(z/ ß, m) and we will comply with this throughout. Also, unless otherwise

stated, we will be concerned with limit functions / ^ 0.

1. Approximation by entire functions whose zeros lie in multiple sectors. The

problem of approximation by polynomials whose zeros lie in a number of sectors is

an old one, first attacked by E. Lindwart and G. Pólya [12]. Extensive generaliza-

tions have been given, principally by J. Korevaar and his students [6]. In particular,

Korevaar and J. Lange [8] consider the case of approximation by polynomials

whose zeros lie in radial sets or more generally by entire functions whose genus is

restricted by the location of the zeros.

Here we will consider approximation by entire functions whose genus is not

restricted by the location of the zeros (which Korevaar and Lange do) but instead

the location of the zeros will be restricted by the given genus of the approximating

functions. Specifically, we consider approximation by entire functions of genus

< 2p whose zeros lie in 2r sectors of a certain size about the origin where r divides

p. Our Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of the following theorem of Hellerstein and

Korevaar [1, p. 222]:

Let ß < -n/(4p + 4) and denote by Sß the closed double sector

Sß = {z: |arg z\ < ß, |arg z-m\ < ß }.
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Consider the class of holomorphic functions / ^ 0 which are U.B.S. limits of entire

functions of genus < 2p whose zeros lie in Sß. Then this class consists of the

restrictions of entire functions of the form

f(z) =[exp(-az2"+2)]F(z),

with |arg a\ < (2p + \)ß and F is an entire function of genus < (2p + 1) whose zeros

lie in Sß.

Generalizing the above theorem, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. Let {f„(z)}^i be a sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p; for

each n, let fn(z) have zeros {ank}'k = \ lying in r closed double sectors equally

distributed about the origin, each sector having angle size less than ir/((2r)(p + 1))

where r divides p. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that {/„(■z)}"_1 be

convergent U.B.S. to an entire function f(z) 3= 0 is that f have the form f(z) =

exp(-az2p+2r) ■ F(z), where F(z) is an entire function of genus < 2p + 2r-\ having

zeros {%}"_! lying in the sectors stated and where the constant a satisfies |arg a\ <

2(p + l)a <ir/2r, (a <tr/(4r(p + 1)). Precisely, the zeros {a^}^_„ n =

1,2,..., lie in the following r closed double sectors U rtZo St, where

S, = [z: |arg z-t-rr/'r\ < a <ir/ (4r(p + 1)),

|arg z- ((frr/r) + tt)\ < a < m/ (4r(p + 1))}.

Proof. Necessity. Let {/„(z)}^., be given with zeros {anA;}A°-i> n = 1, 2, ... ,

stated as above. Since r divides p,p = rk, so that 2p = 2rk, for some integer k. We

also write

00

f„(z) = exp(ß„(z)) II E(z/ank, 2p),
k-l

where Qn(z) = an2pz2p + an2p_{z2p~x + ■ ■ ■ +aniz and for each n,

2?-, l/K^+,<cc.
Let 1, w, . . ., ur  'be the rth roots of unity. Then consider g„(z) = f„(z) -/„(wz)

' ' ' ' '/ii40'- lz)-1* is a standard result that gn becomes

gn(z) = cxp(r(a„X + anarz2' +■■■ +a„,2/,z2*)) fi E((z/<*„,)', 2k).
/=i

We now replace zr by w and consider the functions

00

hn(w) = exp[r(an,w + ■ ■ ■ +an¡2pw2k)] H E(w/ (anl)r, 2k)

so that hn(wr) = gn(w). Now the sequence [h„(w)]™_l has genus < 2k, for all n and

each hn(w) has zeros {(a^)r}^L i which lie in the closed double sector

Sa = {z: |arg w\ < ra < tr/4(p + 1), |arg w-tt\ < ra}.

Thus the theorem of Hellerstein and Korevaar applies and {h„(w)}™_l converges

U.B.S. to an entire function of the form h(w) = exp(-bw2k+2) • H(w), where H(w)

is an entire function of genus < 2k + 1 with zeros lying in Sa. By Hurwitz's

theorem we know that the zeros of h(w) are points of accumulation of the zeros
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{(antY}T-i °f hn(w)- Hence some subsequence anl satisfies (a ¡f —* («/)' asy—> oo

as well as an/ —» a¡ for a suitable choice of a¡.

h(w) = exp(-6w2*+2 + b2k+iw2k+x + • • • + ¿>,w)

OO

• II E(w/ (aj, 2k + 1). (*)
k=l

Moreover, the theorem of Hellerstein and Korevaar give us that the zeros (ak)r of

h(w) satisfy

I l/|(ajf*+2=   I \/\(ak)\2kr+2r =  I l/H2'+2'<oo
k-l k = l *-=l

and the coefficient b of w2k+2 in the polynomial of the exponent in (*) satisfies

|arg b\ < 2(p + \)ß < 2(p + \)-n/4(p + 1) = tt/2

(since   ß = ra < tr/4(p + 1)).   So   we   have   that f(z)f(uz) ■ ■ ■ • •f(ur~xz) =

lim g„(z) = lim h„(zr) = h(zr) as n —» oo.

We want to know the form of f(z). We know that by applying Hurwitz's theorem

to/„(z) and/(z), lim an/ = a, asy -» oo. It is easy to see that

OO

2 i/|<y|2'+2r < m
/=i       '

for some constant M and all n,.

By the theorem of Lindwart and Pólya [12], [1, Lemma 2, p. 222] the sub-

sequence {/„.(z)}_/_i and hence the convergent sequence {/„(z)}"_, converges

U.B.S. to an entire function of genus < 2p + 2r = r(2k + 2).

Now, from the fact that

f(z)f(œz)- ■ • • -f(<or-xz) = exp(-Z>z'<2*+2> + 6K2*+lyz'<2*+,) + • - +Z>rz')

OO

•  II E(z/ (aj, 2p + r)
k = l

(here 2p + r = r(2k + 1)), we can express/(z) in the form

f(z) = exp(-¿z'<2* + 2> + dr(2k + 2)_lZ'<2k+2>-x +■■■ +dlz)

fc.
II F(z/aA,/-(2A: + 2)-l)

* = i

= expi-dz2"*2' + ä2p+2r.lz^2r-i + ■■■ +d,z)

OO

• II E(z/ak, 2p + 2r-l)
* = i

and the zeros {ak}k°„l lie in the r closed double sectors given in the statement of

the theorem and satisfy 2^_, l/(ak)2p+2r < oo. Also the coefficient d of z2p+2r in

the polynomial of the exponent satisfies |arg d\ < 2(p + l)a < ir/2r.

Sufficiency. For notation, denote by V2p+2r(a) for a e (0, ir/4r(p + 1)), the

class of entire functions of the form exp(-az2p+2r)A(z), where h is entire of genus

< 2p + 2r-\ with zeros in the sectors Uí~¿ $t> where 5, is as in the statement of

the theorem. Now let/belong to V2p+2r(a) with the form/(z) = exp(-az2p+2r)F(z)
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where the constant a satisfies |arg (+a)| < 2(p + l)a < tr/2r. We show that/can

be approximated U.B.S. by a sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p whose

zeros lie in the indicated sectors.

Using Korevaar's Lemma 0.1, first let m = 2p + 1. Every complex number -b

can be written in the form -b = C, + C2 + • • ■ +C2r, where Cj = \Cj\e~'V and

\<Pj\ < 2(p + l)a or \<Pj-tt\ < 2(p + l)a (mod 2w) for a > 0. Since products of

functions in the class V2p+2r(a) also belong to V^,+2r(a), we get that exp(bz2p + x) G

V2p+2r(<x) for every complex number b. Next, let m = (2p + 2) in the lemma. All

functions of the form exp(6,z + • • • +b2p+lz2p+x) e V2p+2r(a) and U.B.S. limits

of functions in V2p+2r(a) are in V2p+2r(a), we get that sxp(b2p+2z2p+2) G

V2p+2r(a). Continue in this fashion, letting m = k, for k = (2p + 3), . . . , (2p +

2r-l) and get exp(Z>^z*) S V2p+2r(á). Finally, let m = 2p + 2r. Since functions of

the form exp(2>,z + ■ ■ ■ +b2p + 2r_lz2p+2r~x) e V2p+2r(a) and likewise for U.B.S.

limits of functions V2p+2r(a), we get exp(-az2p+2r) e V2p + 2r(a) where |arg(+a)|

< 2(p + \)a < ir/2r.

Combining these results, we get that

fM(z) = Azm exp(-az2'+2')exp(V + • • • +b2p+2r_lz2p+2'-x)

•   II  (l-z/zjexp((z/zn) +..- +(\/(2p + 2r-l))(z/zn)2p + 2r-x)
n<M

belongs to V2p + 2r(a). If/has a finite number of zeros, then the proof is complete.

If /has infinitely many zeros, then/ is the U.B.S. limit of thefM as M —> oo.

Corollary 1.2. Let {/,(z)}"_i be a sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p;

for each n, let f„(z) have zeros {a„*}j°_i which lie on the rays which pass through the

2rth roots of unity, expressible as U¡„_Jo^m> where Rm = {z: arg z = mm/r or

arg z = mir/r + tr), where r divides p. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that

{/n(z)}?-i be convergent U.B.S. to an entire function f(z) is that f(z) be an entire

function of the form

f(z) = exp(-az2'+2')F(z)

where F(z) is entire of genus < (2p + 2r-\) and where arg a = 0 i.e. a > 0 and the

zeros {at}"_[ of F(z) lie on the given 2r rays and 2^_] l/\ak\2p+2r < oo.

This is the special case a = 0 of the theorem just proved.

Corollary 1.3 of Theorem 1.1. The theorem remains true if we allow the

sequence {/„(z)}"_, of entire functions to have the property that, for all n, at most T

(independent of n) zeros of fn(z) do not lie in the r-closed double sectors U 'ñ-o ^m ^

in the theorem. The limit function f(z) will be a polynomial of degree < T multiplied

by the function obtained in the statement of the theorem.

The estimate on the angle size a = tr/4r(p + 1) is critical in Theorem 1.1 in a

sense analogous to a = ■n/4(p + 1) being the critical angle in the theorem of

Hellerstein and Korevaar. The following result is analogous to one of Hellerstein

and Korevaar [1, Theorem 3, p. 222].
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Theorem 1.4. Let r divide p and suppose that a > m/4r(p + 1). Then the class of

holomorphic functions f ^ 0 which are limits on \z\ < R of entire functions of genus

< 2p whose zeros lie in U „"Jo $m consists of all holomorphic functions ^ 0 in

\z\ < R whose zeros lie in U ¡„"Jo Sm-

Here Sm = {z: |arg(z) — mm/r\ < a, |arg z - ((m + r)m/r)\ < a}.

We now take up the question of what happens when the sectors assume a certain

critical size, considering first a = tr/4(p + 1).

It is remarked in [1] that one could formulate a theorem in the critical case of a

single double sector. Since it is not done explicitly there, we include it here for

completeness and follow it with a theorem for the critical case in our more general

setting.

Proposition 1.5. Let {/n(z)}*_! be a sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p,

each function having zeros which lie in the double sector {z: |arg z\ < tr/4(p + 1),

|arg z-7r| < ir/4(p + 1)} = S and suppose that {/,(z)}"_, converges U.B.S. to a

limit function f ^ 0. Thenf(z) is entire of the form

f(z) = Bzm exp(a,z + • • • +ap+izp + x + ■ ■ • +a2p+2z2p+2 + • • •

+ a3p + 3z3p-3+-.. +a4p+4z4p+4)-F(z)

where F(z) = II "_ [ E(z/ak, 4p + 3), and m is an integer > 0, the zeros ak lie in the

aforesaid double sector, 2~_, l/\ak\4p+4 < oo and 2~=1 Re((l/ak)2p+2) converges

to a sum < -(2p + 2)Re(a2p + 2), a4p+4 is real and > 0.

Before proving this, we go back to the case when the approximation is being

done by polynomials. In his thesis, Korevaar proves the following theorem ([4,

Theorem 9.1]. See also [5, p. 590, 3rd paragraph]):

Denote by U the double sector {z: |arg z\ < v/4, |arg z--n\ < w/4}. Suppose that

a sequence of polynomials {/>„(-z)}"«i converges U.B.S. to a limit function f ^ 0 and

the zeros of each p„(z) belong to U. The limit function f can be expressed in the form

00

zm exp(a0 + a,z + • • • +a4z4)-  H   E(z/z„, 3),
n = i

where m > 0, m an integer, z„ e U, 2"_] 1/|^„|4 < oo, 2„ Re((l/z„)2) converges to

a sum < -2 Re(a2) and a4 > 0.

We give now the proof of Proposition 1.5. Say

OO

Fn(z) = cxp(an2pz2p + ■■■ +anlz) ü   E(z/atúi, 2p),
k=\

where ank S S.

Let \,X, . . . ,\p the (p + l)st roots of unity. Then, when computed,

Fn(zp+X)=fn(z)fn(\z)----  -/„(A'z)

becomes n^_, E(zp+X/(ank)p+x, 1). Let w = zp+x. Then Fn(w) =

II".! E(w/(anky+x, 1) which now have their zeros in U. Moreover, Fn(w) has

genus  1  and by hypothesis is U.B.S. convergent. By Korevaar's theorem for
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polynomials, each Fn(w) is a limit U.B.S. of polynomials {pn¡(z)}jL\ whose zeros he

in U. Thus, the sequence {p„j(z)}JLv n — 1,2, ... , is U.B.S. convergent and by

Korevaar's theorem again, ]imnjpnj(w) = lim„ Fn(w) = F(w) and F(w) is express-

ible in the form

oo

F(w) = Azm exp(a,z + • • • +a4z4) ü   E(z/z„, 3),
n-l

where m > 0, m an integer, z„ G U, S~_, l/|z„|4 < oo, and 2~_! Re((l/z„)2)

converges to a sum < -2Ke(a2), and a4 > 0.

Therefore,

F(z'+1)=/(z)/(Az)---- -f(Xpz)
00

= Azm exp(a,z'+1 + a4z^+2 + a3z3p+3 + a4z4p+4) ü  E(zp+x/ (a,/+1, 3)

y'-i

and so for some / = 0, . . . ,p,f(X'z) can be expressed in the form

oo

Bzm exp(è0z + • • • +bp+1zp+x + ■ ■■ +b4p+4z4p+4) II  F(z/o,, 4p + 3)

j-i

where now the a, lie in S and where b +l = ax/(p + 1), b2p+2 = a2/(p + 1),

b3p+3 = a3/ip + 1), and ¿>4„+4 = a4/(p + 1). Furthermore, S,00., Re((l/a,)^+2)

converges to a sum < -2 Re((/? + l)(¿>2p+2)) = -(2/j + 2)Re(6?p+2), a4p+4 > 0

and2°°_, l/la/'*4 < oo. This proves 1.5.

We also state the critical case when the zeros of the approximating functions lie

in the multiple sectors of a critical size. This time a = tr/4r(p + 1) when the zeros

lie in U r~l0 Tm> where

Tm = {z: |arg z-mm/r\ < m/4r(p + 1), |arg z- ((rmr/r) + ir)\ < m/4r(p + 1)}.

Proposition 1.6. Let {/„(z)}"_, be a sequence of entire functions of genus < 2p,

each function having zeros which lie in U„-Jo Tm as above, where r divides p.

Suppose that {/„00}5T_i converges U.B.S. to a limit function f S 0. Then f(z) is

entire of the form

f(z) = Azm exp(ß(z)) II   E(z/ak, 4p + 4r-l),
k-l

where Q(z) = bxz + • • ■ +b4p+4rz4p+4r, and the zeros ak lie in W^Jo Tm> satisfy-

ing 2J°-i \/\ak\4p+4r < oo. The coefficient b^^, satisfies 2J°_i Ke((l/ak)2p+2r)

converges to a sum which is < -(2p + 2)Re(b2p+2r) and b4p+4r > 0.

Proof. Since r divides p,p = rl for some integer /. We let

00

f„(z) = expiez + • • • +an2pz2p) II   E(z/a^, 2p).
k-\

Let 1, <o, . . . , tor_1 be the rth roots of unity. Consider g„(z) = f„(z)(uz)

• • • • •f„(ur~ xz). The usual computation shows that this is equal to

00

exp(r(«nX + W2' + * * • +<V<2/)(02')) II   E(z'/(akY, 21).
k-\
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Letting w = zr, we consider

oo

h„(w) = exp(r(a„,w + an¡2rw2 +■■■ +an¡2pw2')) ü   E(w/ (aj, 21).
k-i

Now [h„(w)}™_, is a sequence of entire functions of genus 2/ whose zeros lie in the

two critical double sectors

S = {z: |arg z\ < ir/4(p + 1), |arg z-m\ < m/4(p + 1)}.

Also {h„(w)}™_i converges U.B.S. since {/„(z)}^_, does.

By the last proposition, we have that hn(w) has as limit an entire function h(w)

which is of the form

00

h(w) = Aws exp(a,w + a2w2 + ■ ■ ■ +a4l+4w4,+4) Ü   E(w/ (ak)r, 41 + 3),
k-\

where the constant a2l+2 satisfies the condition that

2   Re(0M)2'+2') = 2   Re((l/«,)'(2,+2))
A=l fc=l

converges to a sum < -(2p + 2)Re(a2/+2).

Now

h(z')=f(z)f(uz)-- ■■ •/(«'-'z)
00

= Azrs exp(alZr + a2z2r + • • • -r-ij4/+4z^+4r) II   E(zr/ (aj, 41 + 3)
k-\

(because 4p + 4r = 4lr + 4r). Note that the canonical product

II"_ i E(z r/(akY, 41 + 3) can also be expressed as

3 (l-(z/«,)>xp((z/«,r+ • • • +l/(4l+3)(z/ak)4p+3r)
k-l

00

=  II   E((z/aky, 4p + 3r)    (since 4lr + 3r = 4p + 3r).
k-l

Therefore, for some i = 0, . . . , r-l,/(<o'z) can be expressed in the form

00

Azm exp(V + • • • +b4p+4rz4p+4') II   E(z/ak, 4p + 4r-l),
k-*\

where the zeros ak satisfy 2"_, \/\ak\4p+4r < oo. Furthermore the coefficient

b2p+2r satisfies ~2k Re(l/ak)2p+2r converges to a sum which is < -(2/j +

2)Re(^+2r)and^+4r > 0.

In recent work [3, Theorems 1 and 2], Hellerstein and Shea have given results

showing that entire functions of finite genus whose zeros are real or lie along rays

emanating from the origin have positive Nevalinna deficiencies at the origin and

moreover the deficiency tends to infinity as the genus tends to infinity. Their

results are applicable to the functions given in Corollary 1.2.
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